“Sweet droplets in the seas, on the branches, and on the skin.
Droplets of love, of sensuality, and of fun. A droplet can bob,
dangle, dance, swing, and twinkle its way into your heart”
An exquisite jewellery range worn by Crown
Princess Mary and members of the Royal
Danish Court, Ole Lynggaard Copenhagen
is now selling at Coffs Harbour’s premier
Jewellery store, Kennedy Jewellers at The
Promenade on Harbour Drive.

everyday life, as well as on a glamorous night
out. Charlotte believes in giving the wearer
the possibility to mix and match the jewellery
with different pendants, chains, necklaces or
add-ons, enabling many wearable variations
of the pieces.

The Sweet Drops concept was launched last
year and immediately became an absolute “must
have” for trendy and stylish Scandinavians,
captivating the interest of celebrities and
royalty. Ole Lynggaard Copenhagen is the
leading jewellery house in Scandinavia.

Jewellery design house Ole Lynggaard
Copenhagen is a family business, established
in 1963 by goldsmith Ole Lynggaard. After
studying and working in Germany, Paris, New
York, San Francisco and Japan, Ole returned
to Denmark and bought a small workshop.
Ole is Charlotte’s father and she joined his
company in 1992. Her brother has managed
the company since 2003 and her husband
became a commercial director in 2006.

Sweet Drops is a luxurious bracelet handmade
in Denmark from exclusive calf skin, with
beautifully crafted, removable and changeable
Sweet Drops charms. The leather bracelet is
made in Denmark with expert craftsmanship
using traditional tanning, dying and sewing
techniques. Hours of manual work go into
each piece in order to aquire the desired result.
Each Sweet Drop charm is beautifully crafted
in order to bring out the vibrant colour and
form of each gemstone, handpicked by
designer Charlotte Lynggaard. There are more
than 70 different Sweet Drops combination
from, from extravagant charms paved with
a rose, amethyst of smoky quartz stone, or
the more modern look in black, silver, white
gold or natural black onyx. The Sweet Drops
leather bracelet can be found in many colours.

The family-run design house has a solid and
well-established reputation as a luxury brand
around the world. Ole Lynggaard Copenhagen
is the leading ﬁne jewellery house in Northern
Europe and in 2008 was appointed as Purveyor
to the Royal Danish Court. The company has
a long and distinguished history of serving
royalty, stars and celebrities worldwide.

Charlotte expresses a wealth of sensations
and experiences in her jewellery designs.
Contrast, colours and choice of materials
are constantly challenged and new creative
avenues explored. For her, jewellery
must be compelling. It must be eloquent
and evocative. This is the spirit Charlotte
intuitively seeks to instil in her striking
designs, bringing an elegant edge to her
distinctive feminine expression.

For more information about Charlotte’s latest
range, the Sweet Drops bracelets, drop into
Kennedy Jewellers at The Promenade on Harbour
drive, Coffs Harbour, phone 02 6650 9940.

Charlotte’s design philosophy is that jewellery
should be worn on both formal and informal
occasions. By using the same jewellery clasp
on a cotton cord, and then converting it onto an
exclusive pearl necklace, it can be worn both in
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